Technical paper:

Benefits of reducing
seating area on valves
in pure water systems
Reducing valve seats on in-body gate and check valves in pure water nuclear
plant systems is a relatively simple procedure which can save nuclear
utilities a substantial amount of personnel radiation dose and money, while
contributing to a reduction in system voiding.
By Curt R. Dupill, US Nuclear Sales Manager, Automatic Valve Corporation & Timothy Calvert, Valve Maintenance
Supervisor/Outage Planner, First Energy, Davis Besse NPS
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MR/hr. The DP on the downstream seat
is 40 lbs and 2150 lbs on the upstream
side. On the downstream side a relief

Prone to Seat
Leakage

valve would consistently lift (open) from
the leakage past this valve. The plan was
to either replace the gate valve or replace
the valve internals during the next outage.
Replacing the valve internals was the less
attractive option that was considered due

Wide Seat - Larger Area
Low Pressure Load

to the high dose budget and length of
time the repair would take. The outage
planner estimated that it would amount to
10% of the dose budgeted for the entire
outage for the replacement or repair
of this valve alone. Replacing the valve
would have also involved procuring a

Figure 1
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which can result in immediate seat
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perform this seat reduction procedure on
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will leak resulting in no long term solution.
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of the valve(s) history; he strongly

seat. On gate valve seats, this removal

feedwater, seal injection and any

recommended that the best decision was
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secondary cooling system, but NOT on

to narrow the valve seat and repair the
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To mention one of many valve candidates
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seat becomes less distinct resulting in a
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The complete refurbishment entailed

wider seat increasing leakage from the

in the Decay Heat System from First

two experienced craftsmen, totaled 14

valve seat. Also, there is a proclivity that

Energy’s Davis Besse Plant as the subject

hours which included actuator removal,

seat damage will occur across the entire

valve. The radiation area was about 30

disassembly, bonnet removal, seat

seat width instead of only damaging the
original narrow seating surface if the
in-body seats had more of a “beveled”
outside and/or inside diameter. The sum

Leak Free
Seal

of the above lapping/maintenance factors
is that maintenance time is increased
because more seat material will need
to be removed during valve lapping,
reducing the life of the valve.

Zero tolerance
In order to find a long term solution we
took a “narrow” approach and utilized a
valve repair tool to reduce the valve seats
in correlation with the DP. Narrowing
the seating area on in-body seats of
gate and check valves in pure water
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Narrow Seat - Smaller Area
High Pressure Load
Figure 2
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Three degree angle grinding on the outside diameter of an in-body valve seat.

modification, inspection and re-assembly.

free seal on gate and check valve

After two full cycles of plant operation

seats because there is more pressure

the valve is completely leak free. Total

distribution on a smaller area of the

dose for the job was about 840MR for

seats accommodating both high and

the complete task. The valve was tested

low pressure sealing. This relatively

with 0 and 2400 lb DP. It was estimated

simple seat repair procedure will save

to have saved about 9% of the planned

the nuclear utilities a substantial amount

dose for that outage just by modifying

of dose, money, and contribute to

the seat width rather than replacing the

reduction in system voiding in solid

valve. Zero seat leakage was attained

pure water systems insuring that design

by simply establishing a 3 degree angle

confirmations are maintained

on the ID and OD of the in-body seats.
The alternative was to replace the safetyrelated gate valve, which was estimated
to have been much more dose and
money for the overhaul and cost of the
valve.
Reducing the seating area by establishing
a 3 degree angle on the outside diameter
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on in-body valve seat results in a leak
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